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Sex differences can be found in most human phenotypes, and they play an important role in human health and disease. Females
and males have different sex chromosomes, which are known to cause sex differences, as are differences in the concentration of
sex hormones such as testosterone, estradiol and progesterone. However, the role of the autosomes has remained more debated.

The primary aim of this thesis is to assess the magnitude and relevance of human sex-specific genetic architecture in the
autosomes. This is done by calculating sex-specific heritability estimates and genetic correlation estimates between females and
males, as well as comparing these to sex differences on the phenotype level. Additionally, the heritability and genetic correlation
estimates are compared between two populations, in order to assess the magnitude of sex differences compared to differences
between populations.

The analyses in this thesis are based on sex-stratified genome-wide association study (GWAS) data from 48 phenotypes in the UK
Biobank (UKB), which contains genotype data from approximately 500 000 individuals as well as thousands of phenotype
measurements. A replication of the analyses using three phenotypes was also made on data from the FinnGen project, with a
dataset from approximately 175 000 individuals. The 48 phenotypes used in this study range from biomarkers such as serum
testosterone and albumin levels to general traits such as height and blood pressure. The heritability and genetic correlation
estimates were calculated using linkage disequilibrium score regression (LDSC). LDSC fits a linear regression model between test
statistic values of GWAS variants and linkage disequilibrium (LD) scores calculated from a reference population.

For most phenotypes, the heritability and genetic correlation results show little evidence of sex differences. Serum testosterone
level and waist-to-hip ratio are exceptions to this, showing strong evidence of sex differences both on the genetic and the
phenotype level. However, the overall correlation between phenotype level sex differences and sex differences in heritability or
genetic correlation estimates is low. The replication in the FinnGen dataset for height, weight and body mass index (BMI), showed
that for these traits the differences in heritability estimates and genetic correlations between the Finnish and UK populations are
comparable or larger than the differences found between males and females.
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Sukupuolierot fenotyypeissä ovat ihmisillä tavallisia, ja niillä on merkittävä rooli hyvinvointiin ja terveyteen liittyvissä kysymyksissä.
Tiedetään, että erot sukupuolikromosomeissa sekä sukupuolihormonien kuten testosteronin, estradiolin ja progesteronin
pitoisuuserot ovat vaikuttavia tekijöitä sukupuolierojen syntymisessä. Autosomien vaikutus sen sijaan tunnetaan huonommin.

Tutkielman päätavoitteena on selvittää, kuinka suurta ja merkittävää sukupuolispesifi geneettinen arkkitehtuuri on autosomeissa.
Tämä toteutetaan muodostamalla estimaatteja sukupuolispesifistä heritabiliteetista sekä naisten ja miesten välisestä geneettisestä
korrelaatiosta, ja vertaamalla näitä arvoja fenotyyppitason sukupuolieroihin. Lisäksi heritabiliteettieroja ja sukupuolten välistä
geneettistä korrelaatiota vertaillaan kahden populaation välillä, jotta voidaan verrata sukupuolierojen laajuutta populaatioiden
välisiin eroihin.

Tutkielmassa hyödynnetään sukupuolispesifejä genominlaajuisia assosiaatioanalyysejä (GWAS) 48:sta fenotyypistä, jotka on tehty
UK Biobank (UKB) -biopankin datasta. UKB sisältää genotyyppidataa noin 500 000 ihmisestä sekä tuhansia fenotyyppimittauksia
näistä. Tehdyistä analyyseistä toteutettiin myös replikointi, jossa käytettiin FinnGen-tutkimushankkeen dataa noin 175 000
ihmisestä. Tutkielmassa käytetyt 48 fenotyyppiä koostuvat biomarkkereista kuten seerumista mitatusta testosteronista (TEST) ja
albuumiinista sekä yleisistä fenotyypeistä kuten pituudesta ja verenpaineesta. Heritabiliteetti- ja geneettisen korrelaation estimaatit
muodostettiin hyödyntämällä kytkentäepätasapainopistemääräregressio (LDSC) -menetelmää. Menetelmä perustuu lineaarisen
regressiomallin sovittamiseen GWAS varianteille laskettujen testisuureiden ja referenssipopulaatiosta laskettujen
kytkentäepätasapaino (LD) -pistemäärien välille.

Valtaosalla fenotyypeistä havaitaan enintään pieniä eroja sukupuolispesifissä geneettisessä arkkitehtuurissa. TEST ja vyötärölantio-suhde ovat poikkeuksia tästä, sillä molemmille havaitaan selviä sukupuolieroja sekä fenotyyppitasolla että geneettisellä
tasolla. Kun kaikki fenotyypit otettiin huomioon, oli korrelaatio fenotyyppitason sukupuolierojen sekä heritabiliteetin ja geneettisen
korrelaation mittaamien sukupuolierojen välillä kuitenkin heikko. FinnGen-tutkimushankkeessa toteutettu replikointi pituus, paino ja
painoindeksi -fenotyypeille osoitti populaatioiden välisen eron UKBssa ja FinnGen -projektissa olevan vastaavan kokoinen tai
suurempi kuin havaitut sukupuolierot.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Differences between biological sexes
Humans have two biological sexes, females and males. The biological sexes are different from
each other both structurally, as well as in the distributions of various phenotype levels. A
phenotype is an observable trait or characteristic, such as height or blood pressure. The aim of this
thesis is to study the relationship between autosomal genetics and population level variation in 48
human quantitative phenotypes. The human autosomes are the 22 pairs of human chromosomes
that are not sex chromosomes.

In human biology, sex is defined based on the sex chromosomes a person has. Females have two X
chromosomes and males have one X chromosome and one Y chromosome. This definition divides
the human population roughly in half, leaving out a small minority of people with atypical
numbers of sex chromosomes. Other features that are often considered to define the biological
sex of a person include differences in gametes (females have eggs and males have sperm), and
differences in reproductive anatomy. These traits are considered to be sexually dimorphic,
meaning that the male and female traits are distinct and non-overlapping (Khramtsova, Davis, &
Stranger, 2019). The sex of a person often correlates with his or her gender, which can be defined
as the sociocultural role of being a man, woman or other gender that a person identifies to. In this
thesis, the words sex, male and female refer to the biological sex.

In addition to traits that are sexually dimorphic, many human phenotypes portray sex differences.
A sex difference in a phenotype means that there is a statistically significant difference in the
distribution of the phenotype between males and females in a population. Many of the traits with
sex differences have considerable effects on health and disease. Adult males have on average
more unhealthy habits than females in traits such as smoking or having alcohol problems (Vink et
al., 2012), as well as a higher prevalence in diseases such as Parkinson disease and colorectal
cancer. Adult women, on the other hand, have a higher risk of getting for example major
depression or Alzheimer disease. In some cases, such as with cardiovascular disease, the
prevalence is higher in adult males, until after menopause the prevalence of new cases becomes
higher for women compared to men of the same age (Ober, Gilad, & Loisel, 2008). The reasons
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leading to these differences are not fully known, but the effects lead to considerable inequality in
health for males and females. For example, females are more likely to have adverse drug reactions
than males, and the reactions they have are more severe (Clayton, 2018) (Khramtsova et al.,
2019). This highlights the need to study the underlying biology of sex differences, so that they can
be considered when decisions about treatments are made.

Differences in the reproductive anatomy of males and females lead to differences in the levels of
sex steroids, which are hormones that affect many other human phenotypes. Testosterone is the
main male sex hormone, important in the development of both primary and secondary male
characteristics. Estradiol and progesterone correspondingly play an important role in female
biology, with levels varying depending on the stage of the menstrual cycle. The levels of sex
steroids also change during different stages of life in both sexes. During puberty the differences
between males and females become much more prominent than in childhood. Pregnancy and
menopause are events that have a considerable effect on female sex hormone levels. It is known
that differences in sex steroid levels cause many sex differences between males and females
(Arnold, Chen, & Itoh, 2013). However, in order to see the whole picture, as well as to understand
the biology leading to the differences in anatomy and sex hormone levels, it is necessary to
examine the effects of genetics.

It is clear that sex chromosomes have a role in sex differences between males and females, as the
XY and XX chromosome pairs are the factor that differentiates male and female zygotes from each
other already at the very beginning of human lives (Arnold, 2020). However, the role of the rest of
the chromosomes on sex differences has remained more elusive. In the 21st century,
advancements in genetics and genomics has made it possible to investigate the role that genetic
variation has on our phenotypes. By 2016 over 24 000 associations between human phenotypes
and genetic variants had been found in genome-wide association studies in over 2 500
publications (MacArthur et al., 2017). This is interesting in regard of sex differences, since
autosomal genetic variation can affect sex differences indirectly through factors such as sex
hormone levels, as well as directly have a different effect on a phenotype in males and females.

The role of genetics in phenotypic variation differs depending on the phenotype in question. For
some traits, such as smoking habits (Ge, Chen, Neale, Sabuncu, & Smoller, 2017), the
2

environment causes most of the phenotypic variation in a population, whereas others, such as
natural hair color or height (Ge et al., 2017), are more affected by the genetic variation within the
population. This means that also sex differences can arise from environmental or genetic reasons,
or a combination of the two. It is possible to indirectly estimate the role of genetics using twin
data, where the amount of genetic similarity between individuals can be assumed to be 100 % in
monozygous (MZ) twins and 50 % in dizygous (DZ) twins. This genetic similarity can be compared
to phenotypic similarity between individuals. Another possibility is to use actual genetic data from
a large sample of individuals and compare the genetic variation with the phenotypic variation.

1.2. Genetic variation in humans
The human genome is a set of instructions coded in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules, which
are transcribed into ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecules, and further translated into the proteins of
which our bodies are built. The human genome is diploid, meaning that humans have two copies
of all parts of the genome, except for the X and Y sex chromosomes in males. The diploid genome
is formed when a sperm gamete cell fertilizes an egg gamete cell, creating a zygote. In this process
the haploid (only one copy of all parts of the genome) genomes of the gametes fuse and
recombine together to form a unique new genome. Human DNA is divided into 22 pairs of
autosomes and two sex chromosomes, leading to a total of 46 chromosomes. All humans globally
are estimated to share 99.6 – 99.8 % of their DNA (Tishkoff & Kidd, 2004) and the remaining 0.2 –
0.4 % is responsible for the phenotypic variation between humans that is caused by genetics. The
variation within a population can be considerably smaller depending on its ancestral history.
Siblings, dizygous twins and parent-offspring pairs differ from each other only half the amount as
two random people, as the DNA of a child contains approximately half of the DNA from both
parents. Monozygous twins share 100 % of their DNA.

Genetic variation can be divided into different subtypes, such as chromosome aneuploidies,
insertions, deletions, inversions, copy number variations and single-nucleotide variants.
Chromosome aneuploidies are variations in the number of chromosomes from the regular 46.
While most of these variations are lethal, there are some exceptions, such as chromosome 21
trisomy, where a human has a third copy of chromosome 21, which leads to Down syndrome.
Variation where DNA sequences of multiple nucleotides change, are called insertions, deletions
3

and inversions, depending on if a DNA sequence is added, removed, or breaks and rearranges
within itself from what is considered the reference genome. A part of a chromosome can also
change its location which is called a translocation, or a certain repeat can have different numbers
of copies between individuals, which is called a copy number variation (CNV).

Figure 1 | Different forms of genetic variation. In a deletion (a) a part of the chromosome
(colored red here) is missing compared to the reference (upper chromosome). In an inversion (b),
a part of the chromosome breaks off, rotates 180 degrees and rejoins with the fragments it broke
off from, ending up reversed end to end. In a translocation, a part of the chromosome is
transferred to another chromosome. Shorter forms of variation include single-nucleotide variants
(d), where one nucleotide changes compared to the reference (upper sequence) and short
deletions and insertions (e,f).
Single-nucleotide variants (SNV) are variations of single nucleotides between the individuals of a
population. When an SNV occurs in over 1 % of the individuals of a population, it is called a singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP). However, due to allele frequencies varying greatly between
populations, the term SNP is sometimes used in literature also for less common SNVs. An
individual human differs from the commonly used human reference genome by 3.5 – 4.3 million
SNVs, making SNVs by far the most common type of genetic variation (1000 Genomes Project
Consortium, 2015). SNVs are the most studied type of genetic variation with respect to complex
traits, even though longer forms of variation cover a larger number of bases in total.

It is nowadays relatively easy and cheap to genotype up to two million variants from a large
number of humans using genotyping arrays (Visscher et al., 2017). SNVs are the most commonly
genotyped variants, but also other short variants such as CNVs or short insertions and deletions
can be covered (Sudlow et al., 2015). Short insertions and deletions are often defined as up to 50
base pairs gained or lost at a single locus (Montgomery et al., 2013). This thesis focuses on data
4

comprising of these kinds of short variants used on genotyping arrays, referred to from here on
simply as variants. Genotyping data can be extended by using haplotype data of the studied
population in a process called genotype imputation.

The part of a human genome inherited from one parent is called a haplotype. Since the sperm and
egg haploid genomes recombine in the fertilization process, the maternal and paternal haploid
genomes are not separately in their own chromosomes. Instead each chromosome pair consists of
segments of both parental haplotypes. The recombination process during fertilization is not
completely random, but instead focused on a limited amount of recombination hotspots. This
means that the paternal and maternal haplotypes cross over more commonly in certain parts of
the genome than others. The regions between hotspots, that are often inherited together over
generations, are called haplotype blocks (International HapMap Consortium, 2005). Due to the
haplotype block structure, certain allele combinations in loci close to each other are inherited
together more often than would be expected by random chance. This correlation between the
alleles observed at different loci is called linkage disequilibrium (LD). Genotype imputation uses
the haplotype block structure and LD information deduced by whole genome sequencing a subset
of a population sample. This information can then be used for the imputation, in other words
probability-based assigning, of alleles in many non-genotyped loci in samples from the same
population that have been genotyped using a genotyping array. By using genotype imputation, the
amount of loci covered in the UK Biobank has been increased from approximately one million to
almost twenty million (Sudlow et al., 2015), although it is important to remember that the
imputed alleles are more likely to contain errors than the genotyped ones.

1.3. Genome-wide association studies
When genotype and phenotype information is available from a large group of individuals, it is
possible to test for statistical associations between a genotype and a phenotype. Genome-wide
association study (GWAS) is a method where associations between phenotypes and genotypes
from a population sample a calculated for a genome-wide set of variants, with the aim of
discovering which parts of the genome affect the phenotype of interest. The motivation for this is
to better understand the biological mechanisms behind traits, as well as to be able to predict risks
for phenotypic outcomes, such as diseases, by using genetic data. GWAS can be used on
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continuous or binary phenotypes, which have some differences methodologically. Binary
phenotypes are typical in case-control scenarios, such as diseases. This thesis focuses on
continuous traits, such as height or testosterone levels in the bloodstream.

Many traits studied by GWAS are polygenic, in other words they are affected by a large number of
variants, making it unpractical to follow up all variants with laboratory experiments to understand
their function. However, by combining GWAS information with other data, such as gene
expression data or epigenetic marks from large public research projects, it is possible to pinpoint
especially promising variants for functional follow up studies. This has led to an increased
understanding of disease biology, leading to, for example, potential new drug targets for type 2
diabetes and repositioning of auto-immune disease medications to treat diseases they were not
originally developed for (Visscher et al., 2017). GWAS can also be used to make polygenic risk
scores (PRS), which can be used to estimate the effect genetics have on to the phenotype of an
individual. PRS have potential as a tool that can be used together with clinical variables to improve
risk assessment in for example cardiovascular diseases and cancer (Lewis & Vassos, 2020).

The results of a GWAS are summary statistics for each variant, including allele information, an
effect size estimate and its standard error (SE) and p-value. The association to the phenotype is
calculated between one reference and one alternative allele, even though it is possible that more
than one alternative alleles exist in a population. Associations are typically calculated under an
additive model (1.1), where a phenotype is assumed to change linearly between zero, one or two
copies of the alternative allele.
(1.1)
𝑦 = 𝜇 + 𝑥𝛽 + 𝜀
In this linear additive model y represents the phenotype, x the number of copies of the alternative
allele and μ the mean phenotype for individuals with zero copies of the alternative allele. β
represents the effect size for each copy of the alternative allele and ε is the error term.

This model does not always perfectly reflect reality (Monir & Zhu, 2017), but is usually good
enough to be useful, as well as simple enough to use for calculating associations between a
phenotype and millions of variants. Since association is tested for a large number of variants, the
significance threshold needs to be adjusted to take into account multiple testing. The p-value
6

commonly used as a genome-wide significance threshold is 0.05 / 1 000 000 = 5e-8, with the
reasoning being that the human genome can be considered to have approximately one million
independent common variants (Xu et al., 2014). This threshold has also been criticized, but at least
with common variants it has proved to work reasonably well (Fadista, Manning, Florez, & Groop,
2016). A significant association does not mean that the variant affects the phenotype causally,
since LD to one or more causal variants can lead to a non-causal variant to be significantly
associated to the phenotype. This leads to genome-wide signals clustering together, and more
thorough fine-mapping is needed to resolve which variant or variants in a cluster are causal.

The quality of results that can be obtained from a GWAS depends on many things. The quality of
the genotyping and possible imputation affect how much errors there are in the genotype data
used in the analysis. The accuracy of the phenotype measurement affects the size of effects that
can be distinguished from noise. Covariates that affect the phenotype but are not relevant for the
genetics of the trait, such as age, are typically regressed out from the data to reduce residual
variance and confounding. A large sample size improves the power of a GWAS, making it more
likely to distinguish statistically significantly associated variants. Currently, the largest GWAS are
from approximately 500 000 – 1 000 000 samples, while the largest meta-analyses (analyses
combining GWAS summary statistics from multiple datasets) cover over a million samples (Jansen
et al., 2019).

1.4. Genetic architecture of complex traits
Genetic architecture of a phenotype can be defined as all the genetic variation that affects the
phenotype. This includes the number, population frequency and effect size of variants affecting
the phenotype (Khramtsova et al., 2019), which can be measured using genetic data and GWAS.
Interactions between genetic variants may also have an effect on phenotypes. However, this is
much more difficult to analyze, since the amount of possible interactions between genetic variants
is exponentially larger than the number of genetic variants. Some of the characteristics of the
genetic architecture of a trait can be visualized using a Manhattan plot, where the association pvalues of variants in a GWAS are plotted based on their chromosomal position. A Miami plot
(Figure 2) consists of two Manhattan plots, where the distance up or down from the middle of the
plot, represents the p-values of two traits. Miami plots are useful for visualizing the similarity or
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differences between genetic architecture of two phenotypes, such as female and male
testosterone in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 | Miami plot of genome-wide associations of testosterone in males and females in the
UK Biobank. Each variant of a GWAS is represented by a point. The horizontal position represents
the chromosomal location of the variant, whereas the vertical position represents the -log(10) pvalue of the association. The upper part of the plot (values above 0 on the Y-axis) represent the
GWAS results from female testosterone, whereas the lower part of the plot (where -log(10) pvalues grow from zero downwards) are from a male testosterone GWAS. Blue and grey are used to
distinguish adjacent chromosomes from each other. The Y chromosome is not included. The red
dotted line represents the significance threshold of p = 5e-8.
Manhattan and Miami plots give an overview of what a GWAS can tell about the genetic
architecture of a phenotype, or how similar or different two phenotypes seem to be. Quantitative
methods are nonetheless necessary, so that statistically sound conclusions can be made.
Heritability provides a quantitative way for estimating the role that genetic variation has on a trait.
Genetic correlation on the other hand provides a quantitative way for estimating the amount of
shared genetics affecting two traits.

1.5. Heritability
Heritability is a measure of the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by the genetic
variation in a population. It is reported on a scale from zero to one, with zero meaning that genetic
variation does not affect the phenotypic variation at all, and one meaning that all the phenotypic
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variation is caused by genetic variation. Some traits with high heritability are commonly known to
be similar between close relatives. For example, the heritability of height is approximately 0.8
(Perkins, Subramanian, Davey Smith, & Özaltin, 2016), which fits well with the observation that
the offspring of tall parents also tend to be of above average height. A wide variety of human
traits are heritable. The role of genetics on phenotypes such as biomarker levels, body size or even
disease susceptibility, might not be very surprising, as they are traits with a relatively
straightforward link to our cellular biology. However, even traits such as education level,
neuroticism or smoking are heritable (Ge et al., 2017), despite that one could consider that these
traits are purely results of upbringing and the environment.

Apart from genetic variation, also the environment affects the total variation of a phenotype in a
population. Heritability, i.e. the proportion of phenotypic variation that genetic variants explain, is
thus affected by how large the variation caused by the environment is. For example, the
heritability value of 0.8 for height is true for many modern populations with a high standard of
living. However, there is evidence of lower heritability values for height in low- and middle-income
countries, where access to sufficient nutrition and medical care varies more within the population
(Perkins et al., 2016). Heritability is also affected by how a trait is measured. If the method used
for measuring the trait produces a high amount of random measurement error, or if the actual
phenotype (such as a biomarker level) fluctuates considerably from time to time, the heritability
value will be lower. This is because random variation adds to the total variation of a trait, lowering
the proportion explained by genetics (Visscher, Hill, & Wray, 2008).

Heritability consists of genetic effects, that can be divided into additive, dominance and epistatic
effects, depending on how allele combinations affect a phenotype in respect to each other both
within a locus and between loci. These different kinds of genetic effects have different kinds of
properties that have to be considered when modelling them, making heritability challenging to
estimate, especially when environmental effects have to be considered as well. In order to
distinguish which effects different models aim to take into account, the concept of heritability can
be divided into broad sense heritability (H2), narrow sense heritability (h2) and SNP heritability
(h2g). The quantitative ordering of these concepts is H2 ≥ h2 > h2g, due to h2g consisting of a subset
of variants used for h2 and h2 consisting of a subset of effects used for estimating H2.
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Broad sense heritability can be defined as
(1.2)
𝐻2 =

𝜎𝐺2
𝜎𝑃2

2
where 𝜎𝐺2 consists of additive, dominance and epistatic genetic variance (𝜎𝐴2 + 𝜎𝐷2 + 𝜎𝐸𝑝
) and 𝜎𝑃2

symbolizes phenotypic variance, which consists of genetic and environmental variance (𝜎𝐺2 +
2
𝜎𝐸𝑛
). Dominance genetic effects are interactions that take place between alleles within a locus,

whereas epistatic genetic effects are interactions that take place between alleles in different loci.
These interactions depend strongly on the allele combinations in loci, and thus contribute to the
phenotypic similarity of relatives less than additive effects, except in the case of monozygous
twins who are genetically identical (Visscher et al., 2008). The aim of broad sense heritability is to
estimate the magnitude of the effect all genetic variation and interactions have on the phenotypic
variation. Since dominance and epistatic genetic effects are challenging to model, broad sense
heritability can generally be only estimated indirectly by comparing the difference in phenotypic
correlations of MZ and dizygous twin pairs (J Mayhew & Meyre, 2017) (Stringer, Polderman, &
Posthuma, 2017).

Narrow sense heritability,
(1.3)
𝜎𝐴2
ℎ = 2
𝜎𝑃
2

estimates the proportion of additive genetic effects, i.e. how much the phenotype changes linearly
by zero, one or two copies of a variant. The additive genetic effects are important in plant and
animal breeding, which is why h2 is also called breeding value (Visscher et al., 2008). The additive
genetic effects links to equation 1.1 through the equation
(1.4)
𝜎𝐴2 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟( (𝑥))
where x is the genotype and  is the effect size. Narrow sense heritability is often used, because it
is the part of heritability which can be most easily estimated from genetic data. When h2 is
estimated using genetic data, less assumptions about factors such as shared environment need to
be made, compared to twin- or other family data (J Mayhew & Meyre, 2017). It is also easier to
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collect genetic data from large numbers of individuals that suffer from for example a rare disease,
than to find enough families or twin pairs for a well powered study. Since genotyping usually only
covers up to two million variants, not all existing variants are used when h2 is estimated from
genetic data. To distinguish between all additive genetic effects and the effects from a certain
number of variants, the term SNP-heritability is sometimes used.

During the past decade, there has been a gap between heritability estimates from twin studies
and genetic studies, which is often called missing heritability. The early GWAS around 2010 only
had power to identify relatively strong association signals from common variants, leading to h2g
estimates around 0.05 for height, whereas H2 estimates from twin studies were around 0.8 (Yang
et al., 2010). Increasing sample sizes together with improved genotyping arrays and imputation
have increased the h2g estimate for height up to 0.685 (Ge et al., 2017), and it has been speculated
that heritability estimates from whole genome sequencing data could remove the heritability gap
between twin and genetic studies entirely (Young, 2019). Other hypotheses that have been
proposed to explain missing heritability are that twin and family studies overestimate heritability
by not being able to eliminate shared environmental effects, and that epigenetic factors could
increase heritability estimates from twin and family studies (Bourrat, Lu, & Jablonka, 2017). In
other words, when examining heritability results it is important to consider the type of data used
in the study, and caution should be taken when comparing heritability estimates from different
kinds of datasets.

Multiple methods have been developed for estimating narrow sense heritability from genotyping
data and phenotypic values. The methods can be divided into ones that need raw genotypephenotype data, and ones that only need summary statistics from a GWAS. The methods that
require raw genotype-phenotype data typically use a genomic relationship matrix (GRM), where
average correlations of measured variants between all sample pairs are stored (Evans et al., 2018).
The heritability can then be estimated using restricted maximum likelihood (Boraska et al., 2012).
These methods are computationally intensive (Evans et al., 2018), and are thus not suitable for the
scope of this master’s thesis. Since both GWAS and narrow sense heritability are based on the
additive model, it is possible to use GWAS summary statistics to estimate h2g. Methods that only
need GWAS summary statistics use pre-calculated LD scores on which the test statistics are
regressed. LD scores measure the amount of genetic variation tagged by each variant, which is
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dependent on haplotype structure. By regressing test statistics of variants on LD scores, it is
possible to differentiate between polygenicity and confounding biases, and estimate heritability
based on how much polygenic signal is discovered (Bulik-Sullivan et al., 2015). The LD scores do
not need to be calculated for each analysis from the sample that was used for making the GWAS.
All that is needed is a reference sample of the same ethnicity.
Statistically significant heritability differences in a trait between males and females is a possible
signal of sex-specific genetic architecture. The sex with the higher h2 for a trait could for example
have larger effect sizes, more variants affecting the phenotype or less environmental variance.
This could have an effect on both the treatment and risk prediction of diseases that are affected
by genetics. Prevalence differences in diseases is also a sign of possible heritability differences in
males and females. If for example males have sex-specific protective factors to a disease, a male
will need to have a higher genetic liability to develop the disease. Thus the role of genetics would
be larger in the males who develop the disease compared to females, leading to higher
heritability. However genetic studies of diseases with sex differences in prevalence have not
shown much evidence of a heritability difference (Khramtsova et al., 2019).

1.6. Genetic correlation
Sex-specific genetic architecture can exist even if the heritability of a phenotype is the same for
both sexes. Some of the variants affecting the phenotype in one sex might not have any effect in
the other and vice versa without significantly impacting the total contribution of genetic variation
to the variance of the phenotype. The effect sizes of one or more variants can be larger in one of
the sexes (although a difference where all effect sizes are for example twice as large in one sex
than in the other is not a sign of sex specific genetic architecture), or a variant can even affect a
phenotype in opposite directions for each sex. Genetic correlation (r g) measures how much the
genetic variants and effects influencing two traits are shared, on a scale from -1 to 1. If there is no
shared genetics affecting the phenotypic variance of the traits, the r g value is 0, whereas if the
genetic effects behind the two traits are linearly related with a positive coefficient, rg gets a value
of 1. When rg is -1, the two traits are linearly related but with a negative coefficient.
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Genetic correlation is often a sign of pleiotropy, which means that a gene or a genetic variant
affects more than one trait. Pleiotropy can be classified as horizontal, vertical or spurious.
Horizontal pleiotropy means that the variant affects both traits directly, or through an
intermediate phenotype, but independently of the other trait. This can be a sign of both traits
being affected by the same biological pathways. For example, genetic correlation estimates
between psychiatric diseases have provided molecular evidence of shared genetics between
diseases such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (r g = 0.68-0.79), or autism spectrum disorder
and intellectual disability (rg = 0.21-0.38) (Martin, Taylor, & Lichtenstein, 2018). Together with
similar information from twin studies, these results can be used to gain a better understanding of
the underlying biology of psychiatric diseases, and the complicated relationships between
diseases.

Vertical pleiotropy means that the traits have a causal relationship, such as a disease increasing
the risk of the individual getting another disease (van Rheenen, Peyrot, Schork, Lee, & Wray,
2019). In this case the variant only needs to directly affect the first trait, which then affects the
second. An example of vertical pleiotropy could be that a variant which increases low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels, would also be likely to increase risk of coronary artery disease,
as increased LDL cholesterol levels are suspected to directly increase coronary artery disease risk
(Jordan, Verbanck, & Do, 2019). A causal relationship can be useful information in designing
disease prevention strategies.

Traits which are affected by different variants which are in strong LD with each other can also be
genetically correlated. This is called spurious pleiotropy, since the traits are not truly affected by
the same variants. Biases such as misclassification of diseases can also lead to spurious pleiotropy
(van Rheenen et al., 2019) .

Mathematically, genetic correlation of two traits can be defined as
(1.5)
𝑟𝑔 =

𝜎𝑔𝑥 ,𝑔𝑦
√𝜎𝑔2𝑥 𝜎𝑔2𝑦
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where 𝜎𝑔𝑥,𝑔𝑦 is the covariance of the genetic values of the traits and 𝜎𝑔2𝑥 𝜎𝑔2𝑦 is the product of the
genetic variances of both traits. Genetic value is the sum of all genotypes of an individual,
multiplied by the effect sizes of each variant. Genetic covariance is the covariance of these values,
in other words the product of how much the genetic values of two traits in two individuals are
expected to deviate from the mean genetic values in a population. Genetic variance is the square
of the expected deviation of an individual’s genetic value from the population mean (van Rheenen
et al., 2019). The link between the linear regression of GWAS variants and phenotypes in equation
1.1 and genetic correlation is
(1.6)
Cor((𝑥1 ), (𝑥2 ))
where x is the genotype and 1 and 2 are the effect sizes from the two GWAS.

As with heritability, genetic correlation can be estimated both using pedigree information or
variant data. The problem of not having enough cases with family data becomes even more
problematic with genetic correlation than with heritability, as finding individuals or families with
both of the traits of interest measured can be difficult. Variant-based methods can be divided into
GRM and LD based methods in the same way as with heritability. Using simulations, GRM based
methods such as genomic restricted maximum likelihood have been shown to be more accurate
than the LD based method Linkage Disequilibrium Score Regression (LDSC) (Ni et al., 2018).
However, the considerably lower computational cost and possibility of using LDSC without raw
genotype and phenotype data makes it attractive for purposes where a large number of
phenotypes are to be investigated.

Genetic correlation can be used to assess if there are differences in the genetic architecture of a
trait between males and females. In this scenario, the hypothesis of interest is whether the
genetic correlation of a trait between males and females is statistically significantly different from
1, as the genetic architecture between males and females is commonly assumed to be similar. In
comparison, when genetic correlation is studied between two different phenotypes, the
hypothesis of interest is typically whether the genetic correlation is significantly different from 0,
as it is not commonly expected for two traits to share their underlying genetics. A genetic
correlation of 1 means that the effect sizes measured for both sexes are either identical, or differ
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from each other in a systematic way. For example, if the male effect sizes of all variants would be
exactly double of the female value, the genetic correlation would still be 1. A genetic correlation
smaller than 1 suggests that the trait of interest is affected partially by different variants, or by the
same variants but with effect sizes differing in a non-linear way. The effect size can even be of
opposite signs in each sex, meaning that a variant increases the phenotype value in one sex, but
decreases it in the other. All of this is biologically relevant information, that could need to be
considered when planning genetic experiments on individual variants, building a polygenic score,
or when searching for potential targets for medical research. Genetic correlation works well as a
tool for studying sex differences, because sex-stratified datasets do not have overlap in samples.
Datasets used for GWAS also have less shared environmental factors that cause confounding
compared to family studies (van Rheenen et al., 2019).

1.7. Existing research on sex-specific genetic architecture
In this master’s thesis, sex-specific genetic architecture of 48 traits is studied, by analyzing two
genetic measures, heritability and genetic correlation. Sex-specific genetic architecture of these
traits has already been studied to some extent in existing research using both twin and genotype
related datasets. The amount of existing research depends on the datasets that have been
available for different traits. For example, data for basic anthropometric traits such as height,
weight or BMI are available for many different cohorts, which has led to more extensive studies
related to these phenotypes. With other traits, such as biomarker levels, there has been more
variability in the sizes of twin or genotype datasets available. The UK Biobank (UKB) (Sudlow et al.,
2015) has unified the situation by collecting measurements of thousands of phenotypes for a large
cohort of males and females.
In the past decade, sex-specific genetic architecture has been studied in different ways. However,
a clear consensus has not been reached on how important and widespread these differences are.
Interest in the question rose in the early 2010s, when popularity of GWAS made sex differences
relevant as a potential confounder in the analysis. However, a large twin study from 2012 did not
find signs of sex-specific genetic architectures, by studying 122 complex traits in opposite-sex twin
pairs (Vink et al., 2012). This result indicates that sex-specific genetic architecture does not have
large effects on most complex traits, supporting the convention of datasets for GWAS not being
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collected with sex-stratified GWAS as a main focus. The outcome of this is that many studies on
sex-specific genetic architecture have suffered from power issues, since the datasets have not
been ideal for their purpose (Khramtsova et al., 2019).

Signs of sex-specific genetic architecture were published for anthropometric traits such as waistto-hip ratio (WHR) (Randall et al., 2013), biomarker levels such as lipid traits (Taylor et al., 2013)
and multiple diseases (Khramtsova et al., 2019) in the first half of the previous decade.
WHR is one of the traits with most robust evidence of sex-specific genetic architecture from
previous studies. In 2010, Heid et al discovered seven loci with higher effect sizes on female WHR
than male WHR (Heid et al., 2010). Five years later, already 44 sex-specific loci were found for
BMI-adjusted WHR (Winkler et al., 2015), and in 2018 a meta-analysis using data from the UKB
and Genetic Investigation of ANthropometric Traits (GIANT) consortium increased the number to
105 (Pulit et al., 2019). In this study, a statistically significant difference in heritability estimates
was also found (0.256 with 0.003 SE in females and 0.167 with 0.003 SE in males) as well as a
genetic correlation value of 0.514 (SE = 0.0019), differing significantly from 1.

Much smaller differences have been found for other anthropometric traits. The study by Winkler
et al. in 2015, that found 44 sex-specific WHR loci, also investigated BMI using the same dataset
and methods, but did not find any loci with sex-specific effects. Rawlik et al (2016) estimated
heritabilities and genetic correlations for 19 traits from 151 532 individuals from the first phase of
UKB using a linear mixed model approach. In the study, genetic correlation estimates for five out
of seven traits examined also in this thesis were statistically significantly different from 1, as well
as eight other traits. A statistically significant heritability difference was found in the study for
WHR, basal metabolic rate, age at completion of full time education for individuals without
university education, cognitive function score, lifetime reproductive success and ratio of forced
expiratory capacity and forced vital capacity. Overall the study found evidence of autosomal sexspecific genetic architecture for 13 out of 19 examined traits, suggesting that it may be something
that exists commonly among phenotypes. However, the relevance of the sex differences found
was also questioned, as especially the sex differences in genetic correlations were small (Kassam
& McRae, 2016).
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Measuring “general” traits such as body size related traits or blood pressure is relatively
straightforward, and they can often be measured even when they are not the primary purpose of
a study for which a dataset is being collected. Thus, more data tends to be available for GWAS and
meta-analyses of these traits. For biomarkers the situation is more variable, since the availability
and size of datasets depends more on how large studies specifically designed for each biomarker
have been made. Taylor et al. found heterogeneity by sex in two variants for triglyceride levels and
one each for high density lipoprotein (HDL) and LDL cholesterol in 2013 (Taylor et al., 2013). The
data used was from the PAGE study, containing 29 330 females and 16 909 males. In 2018,
Hoffman et al. found evidence of larger effect sizes of variants in female HDL, LDL and total
cholesterol compared to men, and higher triglyceride effect sizes in males using longitudinal
electronic health records.

Sex-specific genetic effects across biomarkers from the UKB were studied extensively in an article
published during the writing of this thesis (Flynn et al., 2020). This article used a Bayesian mixture
model on the same biomarker traits used in this study to estimate sex-specific heritability and
genetic correlations, as well as to identify sex-specific variants. Their main result was that no
major differences were found for any biomarkers except for testosterone, where the differences
in both heritability and genetic correlations were dramatic (Flynn et al., 2020).

2. Aims of the thesis
Research on the genetics of complex trait has until recently provided controversial results on how
widespread sex differences in the autosomal genetic architecture of different traits are, and what
is the relevance of these possible differences. The motivation for this work comes from the UKB
providing an opportunity to address these questions more systematically for a large number of
traits, utilizing the unprecedented number of participants and phenotypes available. The aims of
this thesis are:

1. Evaluating the magnitude of sex differences in human autosomal genetic architecture in 48
phenotypes from the UKB, using the concepts of heritability and genetic correlation
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2. Comparing the sex differences in genetic architecture to sex differences on the phenotype
level, and assessing the correlation between the two
3. Comparing the heritability and genetic correlation estimates of a subset of the phenotypes
in the UKB to estimates from the FinnGen project, in order to see how well the results
replicate in a dataset from a different population

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. UK Biobank
The research work for this master’s thesis consisted of analyzing the autosomal sex differences
utilizing the summary statistics of 48 sex-stratified GWAS, that had been generated by PhD
student Yu Fu at the Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland (FIMM) as part of another project.
The GWAS were conducted on individuals from the UK Biobank, which is a biobank containing data
from approximately 500 000 individuals. The dataset consists of over 800 000 genotyped markers,
over 90 000 000 imputed variants and thousands of phenotypes. The age range of the participants
in the biobank was from 40 to 69 years at the time of recruitment (Bycroft et al., 2018). For the
sex-stratified GWAS, a dataset of 343 695 unrelated individuals with white British ethnicity was
used. The final number of individuals used in the GWAS ranged from 51 664 to 184 213 individuals
with a median of 173 726 in females and 149 776 in males. The number of individuals per GWAS
differs as not all individuals has all phenotype data available, and some individuals are removed in
quality control for each trait.
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Figure 3 | Overview of analyses made to investigate sex-specific genetic architecture. Cohen’s D statistic was calculated from raw phenotype values, to quantify the difference between male and
female phenotype distributions. Sex-stratified GWAS summary statistics were used to estimate
sex-specific heritability values and between-sex genetic correlations. Heritability quantifies the
proportion of phenotypic variation which is determined by genetics in a population in each sex.
Genetic correlation quantifies the sharing of associated variants and their effect sizes between
males and females.
The traits studied are divided into 31 biomarker measurements, such as serum testosterone levels
or potassium levels in urine, and 17 general measurements such as height or blood pressure. All
traits and their abbreviations can be found in Table 1. Of the biomarker measurements, 28 were
obtained from blood and three from urine samples. Given the large number of traits studied, in
this thesis, the biomarker traits are divided further into six separate groups, and the general
measurements into three groups in order to analyze how sex differences are present in different
types of human phenotypes. The biomarker traits are divided into lipid, protein, hormone, urine
and blood related biomarkers and the sixth category contains the biomarkers that do not fit to any
of the aforementioned. The division is to some extent arbitrary, as for example lipoprotein A (LP-a)
could be considered both as a lipid-related and a protein-related biomarker. The blood and urine
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related categories do not reflect fully the media from which the biomarkers were measured.
Creatinine (CREA), urea (UREA) and urate (UA) are discussed together with the three phenotypes
that were measured from urine since they can be considered urine-related despite being
measured from blood. The general phenotypes were divided into body mass and impedance
related traits, heart related traits and other traits.
For each sex-stratified phenotype, a linear regression model was fitted and residuals 6 standard
deviations (SD) from the mean were removed. The regression models for the biomarker
phenotypes were fitted using 14 individual and sample collection related covariates such as age
and blood collection type, as well 20 principal components (PC) of genetic population structure.
For the general traits, age and age2 and 20 PCs were used as covariates for all phenotypes, as well
as smoking status for forced vital capacity and BMI for waist-to-hip ratio (Suppl. Table 2). These
residuals from the linear regression were inverse normalized to get the values used as phenotypic
values in the GWAS.

The GWAS were performed using the software BOLT-LMM v2.3.2, including all directly genotyped
SNPs and imputed SNPs restricted to the variants with minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 0.1 % and
imputation quality ≥ 0.7. A total of 18 116 737 variants were used in the GWAS, of which 745 203
were genotyped.

Table 1 | Basic information of the phenotypes used in the study.
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Phenotype

Abbreviation

Group

Units

Male SD

Male N

g/L

Male
mean
45.32

Albumin

ALB

Blood biomarkers

2.6188

139153

Female
mean
44.88

Female SD

Female N

2.5932

158773

Alkaline phosphatase

ALP

Protein biomarkers

U/L

81.44

21.475

150491

84.54

24.646

174461

Alanine aminotransferase

ALT

Protein biomarkers

U/L

26.22

12.818

150199

19.576

9.492

174132

Apolipoprotein A

APOA1

Lipid biomarkers

g/L

1.4142

0.2312

138881

1.6275

0.26784

157260

Apolipoprotein B

APOB

Lipid biomarkers

g/L

1.099

0.23775

149725

1.08

0.24296

174066

8.201

Aspartate aminotransferase

AST

Protein biomarkers

U/L

27.224

149664

23.94

6.7364

173618

Whole body fat-free mass

BFFM

Body mass & impedance

kg

1.9185 0.80123

156109

1.6029

0.62448

181519

Whole body fat mass

BFM

Body mass & impedance

kg

5.552

1.3069

155555

5.22

1.2499

181465

Birth weight

BW

Body mass & impedance

kg

2.363

0.08943

77736

2.382

0.095831

119041

Body mass index

BMI

Body mass & impedance

kg/m2

5.823

1.0638

158532

6.092

1.1096

183988

Calcium

CA

Other biomarkers

mmol/L

80.28

13.075

139094

63.78

10.499

158660

Cholesterol

CHOL

Lipid biomarkers

mmol/L

2.1327

2.9232

150686

2.4475

3.2621

174649

Creatinine

CREA

Urea related biomarkers

umol/L

0.9311

0.1436

150399

0.8723

0.14158

174429

C-reative protein

CRP

Protein biomarkers

mg/L

42.91

34.245

149496

28.628

23.824

173557

5.0782 0.99518

Cystatin C

CYSC

Protein biomarkers

mg/L

Direct bilirubin

DBIL

Blood biomarkers

umol/L

Diastolic blood pressure

DBP

Heart

mmHg

Fuid intelligence score

FI

Other basic traits

Forced vital capacity

FVC

Other basic traits

correct
answers
litres

Gamma glutamyltransferase

GCT

Protein biomarkers

U/L

150357

5.002

0.76165

174401

5.8644

140319

35.28

4.5562

136264

1.2708 0.31055

150129

1.592

0.37953

173792

21.911

5.3963

51664

20.934

5.6643

59324

3.7527 0.82081

143791

3.794

0.86553

169600

42.509

48.247

149976

44.19

49.016

173867

1.0946 0.16194

138201

1.181

0.15094

157862

39.07

16.264

158561

61.721

30.929

183759

35.7

Glucose

GLU

Other biomarkers

mmol/L

Hand grip strength (right)

gripR

Other basic traits

kg

Glycated haemoglobin

HbA1c

Blood biomarkers

mmol/mol 10.112

4.4948

149967

8.039

3.442

173998

Heel bone mineral density

hBMD

Other basic traits

T-score SD 11.914

3.6644

91463

1.1033

0.53317

106493

HDL cholesterol

HDL

Lipid biomarkers

mmol/L

74.57

5.7528

139048

73.39

5.1374

158709

Standing height

height

Other basic traits

cm

1.915

1.0846

158744

1.5265

0.80357

184213

IGF-1

IGF-1

Hormone biomarkers

nmol/L

334.36

74.796

149815

262.05

64.188

173674

Impedance of whold body

IMB

Body mass & impedance

ohms

49.69

20.751

156113

49.88

20.713

181489

Impedance of leg (left)

IMLL

Body mass & impedance

ohms

10783

5970.4

156097

7033

4775.3

181521

LDL direct

LDL

Lipid biomarkers

mmol/L

68.41

34.055

150358

58.84

33.307

174351

Lipoprotein A

LP-a

Lipid biomarkers

nmol/L

88.16

45.449

119248

66.21

39.627

139435

Neuroticism score

neuroticism

Other basic traits

NA

4.307

0.89222

131674

3.076

0.63942

147782

Phosphate

PHOS

Other biomarkers

mmol/L

175.9

6.7367

138906

162.7

6.2062

158479

Pulse rate

pulseAuto

Heart

bpm

145

19.409

150118

138.2

21.217

173781

Systolic blood pressure

SBP

Heart

mmHg

86.64

11.03

150125

82.38

11.093

173789

40.64

9.2073

138010

24.5

6.5472

156961

0.09553 1.2937

149736

-0.5862

1.0471

173618

11.884

149188

70.24

10.642

145472

SHBG

SHBG

Hormone biomarkers

nmol/L

Total bulirubin

TBIL

Blood biomarkers

umol/L

Testosterone

TEST

Hormone biomarkers

nmol/L

68.15

Total protein

TP

Protein biomarkers

g/L

6.301

2.183

138987

6.084

2.0271

158612

Triglycerides

TRIG

Lipid biomarkers

mmol/L

3.448

0.68197

150356

3.244

0.63504

174331

Urate

UA

Urea related biomarkers

umol/L

3.588

3.1932

150509

4.566

3.2387

174438

Creatinine in urine

UCR

Urea related biomarkers

umol/L

27.82

4.2001

120871

27.01

5.1094

157558

Urea

UREA

Urea related biomarkers

mmol/L

86.18

14.204

150386

71.48

13.878

174422

Potassium in urine

URK

Urea related biomarkers

mmol/L

22.36

8.1522

120631

26.92

9.9409

157315

Sodium in urine

URNA

Urea related biomarkers

mmol/L

63.86

7.6904

120780

44.57

4.9441

157184

Vitamin D

VITD

Other biomarkers

nmol/L

535.8

57.911

113589

653.2

72.456

144548

Weight

weight

Body mass & impedance

kg

231.6

29.037

158607

261

34.458

184048

Waist-to-hip ratio

WHR

Body mass & impedance

NA

0.9356 0.064761

158509

0.8163

0.069554

183976
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3.2. FinnGen
In addition to the UKB data, sex-stratified GWAS summary statistics from the FinnGen project for
height, weight and BMI were used to estimate whether the results replicate. FinnGen is a research
project aiming to genotype 500 000 individuals from Finnish biobanks and combining this
genotype information with phenotype data from Finnish health registries. (Sakaue et al., 2020).
The data freeze used (release 4) contains 176 899 genotyped samples combined with health
registry data. The sex-stratified GWAS summary statistics were generated by PhD student Mattia
Cordioli at FIMM, using the fastGWA software (Jiang et al., 2019). For all three phenotypes, the
number of individuals was 55 633 in the female GWAS and 45 573 in the male GWAS. The GWAS
were performed on approximately 1 120 000 SNPs used in the third phase of the international
HapMap project. The phenotypes were preprocessed in the same way as the general
measurements from UKB, with the exception of the genotyping batch and the FinnGen cohort
being included as additional covariates.

3.3. Linkage Disequilibrium Score Regression
Heritability and genetic correlations were estimated from the GWAS summary statistics using
LDSC. LDSC is based on the fact that in GWAS, variants that are in LD with causal variants get
elevated test statistic values (Bulik-Sullivan et al., 2015). This happens because an association
between a variant and a phenotype will exist even if it only happens due to the non-causal variant
being in the same haplotype as the causal one. A variant which is in a large haplotype block is in LD
with a large number of variants. This leads to a higher probability of the variant being in LD with a
causal variant compared to a variant which is in LD with only a small number of variants. When the
LD structure of a population is known, it is possible to calculate a value called an LD score, which
describes this probability. A linear regression model can then be fitted between the LD scores and
test statistic values of variants in the GWAS. Since association signal that is related to confounding
factors such as cryptic relatedness or population structure is not related to LD scores, the results
from LDSC can be used to estimate how much the test statistics are elevated due to confounding
factors. Correspondingly, the amount of elevation that is not due to confounding factors is due to
true signal, and can thus be used to estimate heritability (Bulik-Sullivan et al., 2015). LDSC can also
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be used to estimate genetic correlation between two different GWAS. The difference to
heritability estimation is that instead of utilizing the relationship between LD scores and chisquare statistics of an individual study, the product of z-scores from two studies is used instead
(Bulik-Sullivan Brendan, 2015b).

LDSC was run using LD scores downloaded from the LDSC web page (Bulik-Sullivan Brendan, 2015),
which had been calculated using the European individuals in the 1000 Genomes project (Siva,
2008). The total number of variants used in the analyses was approximately 1.2 million after
merging the GWAS summary statistics with the LD scores.

3.4. Statistical significance and confidence intervals
In this thesis the threshold for statistical significance is defined as a p = 0.05. In situations where
the significance threshold needs to be corrected due to multiple testing, Bonferroni correction is
used, i.e. the p-value threshold is divided by the number of tests (Bland & Altman, 1995). In cases
where none of the results are statistically significant after the Bonferroni correction, nominally
significant results are sometimes mentioned, to give the reader an idea which of the results are
closest to being statistically significant. Nominal statistical significance means that the p-value is
below the threshold of 0.05, but not below the Bonferroni corrected value.

In order to illustrate the uncertainty of the different types of estimates used in the thesis, 95 %
confidence intervals (CI) were used. The CI:s were calculated estimate±1.96*SE unless otherwise
mentioned. For Pearson correlation coefficients 95 % CI:s were calculated using the cor.test function from the R 3.6.2 (R core team, 2019) package stats. For Spearman correlation coefficients
95 % CI:s were calculated using the SpearmanRho -function from the R 3.6.2 (R core team, 2019)
package DescTools v0.99.39 (Signorell, 2020).

3.5. Phenotype differences
When sample sizes are as large as in the UKB, statistically significant differences between male
and female mean phenotypic values will be found even if the differences are minor and likely to
have low biological relevance. Therefore, to better quantify the magnitude of the sex difference,
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besides assessing the difference in means using a t-test, sex differences on the phenotype level
were assessed using the Cohen’s D statistic (Lee, 2016). The Cohen’s D is defined as
(1.7)
|𝜇1 − 𝜇2 |

𝐷=
√

(𝑛1 − 1) 𝑠12 + (𝑛2 − 1) 𝑠22
𝑛1 + 𝑛2 − 2

where μ is the mean phenotype value of each sex, s2 the standard deviation and n the sample size.
It provides a standardized metric for the difference between two distributions. The result
describes the effect size that being of one sex or the other has on the phenotype. For example, a
Cohen’s D value of 1 in a phenotype where the male value is larger than the female, means that
the mean of male phenotypes is 1 SD larger than the mean of female phenotypes, and the
phenotype value of a randomly selected male would be larger than the phenotype value of a
randomly selected female with a probability of 0.76. The standard error of Cohen’s D is
(1.8)
√

𝑛1 + 𝑛2
𝐷2
+
𝑛1 𝑛2
2(𝑛1 + 𝑛2 )

where n is the sample size and D is the Cohen’s D -statistic (Hedges & Olkin, 2014).

3.6. Heritability differences
Differences in heritability estimates between males and females were quantified in two ways. The
statistical significance of the heritability difference was assessed by calculating p-values from zscores, calculated from the means and SEs of the heritability estimates. The size of the heritability
difference was quantified by calculating a standardized heritability difference between the sexes.
This was done by dividing the difference in heritability between the sexes with the mean of the
two heritability estimates. An empirical Bayesian 95 % credible interval was calculated for the
standardized heritability difference by sampling female and male estimates from normal
distributions where the mean = h2g and SD = SE. The difference of the sampled estimates was
divided by the mean of the sampled estimates, giving a sampled version of the standardized
heritability value. This was repeated 1 000 000 times, after which a central 95 % interval was taken
using the quantile -function from the R 3.6.2 package stats (R core team, 2019). The reason for
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calculating standardized heritability differences was to have a metric for ranking the relative
magnitude of the sex differences.

4. Results
The aim of this study was to assess the magnitude and relevance of sex-specific genetic
architecture in a range of traits. A special focus was put on biomarker levels, for which there have
generally been less GWAS data available than for anthropometric traits.

4.1. Sex differences on phenotype level
To understand and quantify the effect of sex on the 48 phenotypes selected for the study, I
calculated Cohen’s D statistic, a metric that can be used to measure the magnitude of the
difference between two distributions (here, males and females) in a standardized manner. D
statistic values around 0.2 are often considered as small, indicating little difference in the
phenotype means between males and females, 0.5 as medium and 0.8 or higher as large
(Sawilowsky, 2009). Using these cutoffs, the D statistic indicated that the sex difference was small
for 28 phenotypes (D < 0.5), medium for six phenotypes (0.5 < D < 0.8) and large for 14
phenotypes (D > 0.8). Of the 31 biomarker traits selected for the study, ten had a phenotypic
effect size above 0.5 between males and females, as well as ten of the 17 general traits (Figure 4).
Thus, many of the phenotypes used in this study show considerable sex differences on the
phenotype level, making them interesting targets for studying sex-specific genetic architecture.
Yet, also the phenotypes with small Cohen’s D values are interesting, as they make it possible to
examine if the phenotype level differences correlate with the differences on the genetic level.
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Figure 4 | Phenotype distributions and Cohen’s D -values. Phenotype distributions of two
biomarker traits (calcium and Apolipoprotein A1 (APOA1) in blood) and two general traits (body
fat mass and height). Cohen’s D -statistic measures the difference between two means in units of
the standard deviation of the pooled sample. Here, it is used for quantifying the magnitude of
phenotype differences between males and females.
By far the largest sex difference on the phenotype level was found in serum testosterone levels,
where the Cohen’s D value was 4.1, with the male levels being the larger ones. The value for sexhormone binding protein (SHBG) was also high (0.9, larger in females), whereas for the third
hormone, Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), Cohen’s D indicated low level of sex difference (D =
0.2). Apart from testosterone, the highest Cohen’s D values were from the general traits.
Especially the muscle mass and strength related traits whole body fat free mass (BFFM),
impedance of whole body (IMB) and right-hand grip strength (grpR) were very high (all D > 1.8), as
well as height, WHR and forced vital capacity (FVC) (all D > 1.6).
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Of the biomarker traits a large sex difference was seen in the urine-related traits, where creatinine
and urate measured from blood had high Cohen’s D values (1.4 and 1, respectively). However,
creatinine measured from urine had a much lower value (0.7) despite that all of the creatinine
produced in the body is excreted into urine in normal circumstances. All blood biomarker traits
and urine-related traits had higher mean phenotype values in males than in females. From the
lipid group, HDL and APOA1 showed a high sex difference on the phenotype level (D = 0.9 for
both), with a higher mean in females. In the protein biomarker group, the three transferases,
which are biomarkers related to liver function, had the highest differences between the sexes, but
only alanine aminotransferase had a Cohen’s D value > 0.5.
Body mass
&
impedance

Heart

Other basic
traits
Blood
Biomarkers
Hormone
Biomarkers

Lipid
Biomarkers

Protein
Biomarkers
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Biomarkers

Other
Biomarkers

Figure 5 | Cohen’s D values describing the size of the effect sex has on phenotype values. The 48
phenotypes are divided into nine categories based on their biological functions. Red color
indicates a larger mean phenotype value for females, and blue for males. Values below 0.5 can be
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considered small, values between 0.5 and 0.8 medium and values above 0.8 large. The error bars
mark a 95 % confidence interval, calculated D±1.96*SE.

4.2. Differences in heritability
Having established that many of the 48 phenotypes exhibit at least moderate sex differences on
the phenotype level, I next turned to investigating how genetics could contribute to these sex
differences. To this end, I first focused on heritability, i.e., the degree to which the variability in the
phenotype is attributable to genetic factors and particularly if trait heritability differs between the
sexes. These heritability estimates are h2g estimates, as they are estimated from a GWAS not
containing all human genetic variants, and because dominance and epistatic effects are not
considered.

Irrespective of sex, the heritability estimates for all traits were statistically significantly different
from 0, meaning that genetics affects all the traits studied to at least some extent. However, the
variability between traits was large, with h2g estimates ranging from 0.04 up to 0.60 (Figure 5),
signifying that some traits are more influenced by genetics while some have a larger
environmental component. The general traits had on average higher heritability estimates than
the biomarker traits, with most of the general traits having a heritability estimate above 0.2. Three
clear exceptions to this were birthweight (BW) and the two cognition-related traits FI and
neuroticism. Height, gripR, BFFM and hBMD stand out as the traits with the highest heritability
estimates, with values above 0.3 for both sexes. The heritability of height was the highest one
reported for both sexes (0.57 and 0.60 for males and females respectively). This is not surprising
since height is known to be highly heritable based on both twin and genetic studies (Yang et al.,
2010). At the opposite end, the three phenotypes that were measured from urine (UCR, URK and
URNA) stood out by having the lowest heritability estimates in the study (from 0.04 to 0.07).
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Figure 6 | Heritability estimates of 48 UKB traits estimated using LDSC. Male heritability
estimates are in blue and female estimates in red. A heritability estimate of 1 means that genetics
explains all the phenotypic variation within the trait, whereas 0 means that no phenotypic
variation is explained by genetics. The error bars mark a 95 % confidence interval of the
heritability estimate, calculated h2g±1.96*SE. Statistically significant sex differences for the after
Bonferroni correction (p<0.05/48) were found for the heritability estimates of DBP, BW and WHR.
Additionally nominally statistically significant sex differences were found for the heritability
estimates of SBP and serum total testosterone.
The idea of studying phenotype heritability separately for males and females, was to see if there
are traits where the heritability is significantly larger in one sex than in the other. This could be a
sign of the genetic architecture of the trait differing between the sexes, or alternatively show that
the environmental effects on the trait in one of the sexes is significantly larger. Out of the 48
traits, statistically significant differences between males and females in trait heritability were
found in three instances with Bonferroni corrected p-value threshold (p < 0.05/48): diastolic blood
pressure (DBP), BW and WHR. Additionally two traits, serum total testosterone levels (TEST) and
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systolic blood pressure (SBP) were statistically significant with a nominal p-value threshold (p <
0.05). Of these traits the overall heritability of BW for both sexes was low (0.076 and 0.052 for
females and males, respectively), and the rest were moderate, ranging from 0.11 to 0.20 (Suppl.
Table 2). Of these five traits, TEST was the only one where the heritability in males was larger than
in female (0.20 and 0.11, respectively), whereas for the four other traits the estimates in females
were higher than in males.

In addition to testing the statistical significance of the difference in the heritability estimates
between males and females, the size of the heritability difference was quantified by calculating a
standardized heritability difference between the sexes. Due to the large variability in the SEs of
the h2g estimates, p-values of the sex differences do not correlate highly with the relative
difference of the estimates between sexes. Based on the standardized heritability difference CRP,
UA, SHBG and APOB showed the highest heritability differences (standardized heritability
difference > 0.2 for all 8 traits), in addition to the statistically significantly different TEST, WHR, BW
and DBP.

I then tested if the heritability differences were reflected as sex differences on the phenotype
level, yet observed little correlation between these metrics. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between the standardized heritability difference and Cohen’s D of the 48 phenotypes was 0.36,
with a 95 % CI from 0.09 to 0.59, indicating a low positive correlation. However, the Spearman
correlation is only 0.04 (95 % CI = 0.00 – 0.32), suggesting that the Pearson correlation is probably
driven by the outliers TEST and WHR. Of the five traits with a significant heritability difference,
TEST and WHR had very large Cohen’s D values (above 1.5) aligning with the observed h2g
difference, but the values of BW, DBP and SBP were below 0.4, suggesting that the heritability
difference does not directly translate to phenotypic sex difference. Also, for some traits with large
D, e.g., height, there was no indication of difference in h2g.

From the biomarker traits, the hormone biomarkers TEST, SHBG and IGF-1 stand out to some
extent, with all three biomarkers having relatively high heritability values (h2 > 0.2 for at least one
of the sexes), as well as the largest sex differences of the biomarker traits (standardized
heritability difference > 0.16 for all hormone biomarkers). All three hormone biomarkers show a
larger heritability estimate for males than for females, suggesting that the relative effect of
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genetics on these hormone levels is larger in males, although the sex difference is nominally
statistically significant only for TEST.

Figure 7 | Standardized heritability differences per phenotype. The standardized heritability
difference was calculated by dividing the heritability difference between the sexes with the mean
of the two heritability estimates. In addition to the traits (TEST, WHR, BW, DBP, SBP) with
statistically significant heritability differences at nominal significance level of 0.05, CRP, UA, SHBG
and APOB showed the highest heritability differences using this metric. Error bars show an
empirical Bayesian 95% credible interval, the axis is cut off at 1.

4.3. Genetic correlation
In addition to the heritability analyses, I investigated the sex differences in the genetic
architecture by calculating genetic correlations between males and females for each of the 48
traits. This was done to estimate how closely the variants and their effect sizes affecting
phenotypes are shared between males and females. From the 48 traits tested, the genetic
correlation between males and females indicated some degree of sex difference in the underlying
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genetic associations for a majority of the traits, as altogether 39 traits showed a male-female
genetic correlation statistically significantly less than 1. The genetic correlation was nevertheless
relatively high (above 0.85) suggesting a high level of between-sex similarity in genetic effects for
all but two traits. The noticeable exceptions were WHR (rg = 0.66) and TEST (rg = 0.03), where the
results pointed to more considerable sex differences.

Most of the body mass and impedance related traits had genetic correlation estimates between
0.91 and 0.95, and the values differed statistically significantly from 1. Exceptions to this are BW,
which does not differ from 1, and WHR which has a considerably lower genetic correlation value
(0.66). The rest of the general traits had genetic correlation values between 0.88 and 0.96, and
differed statistically significantly from 1, with the exception of FI, which had a genetic correlation
value of 1.00 The hormone, lipid and protein biomarkers had values mainly ranging between 0.88
and 0.95, and differing statistically significantly from 1. The two exceptions from this were LP-a,
which had an extremely high SE, and TEST, which had an extremely low genetic correlation value
of 0.03. The traits measured from urine, as well as the bilirubin traits had high SEs and did not
differ statistically significantly from 1, whereas the rest of the urine related, blood related and
other biomarkers did, with the exception of VITD.
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Figure 8 | Genetic correlations between males and females of 48 traits in UKB. Error bars show
the 95 % CI of the genetic correlation estimate and colors indicate whether the rg estimate is
significantly different from 1 nominally (orange) or after Bonferroni correction (purple). A genetic
correlation value of 1 means that the variants affecting the trait are shared in both sexes and have
effect sizes that are in a perfect linear relationship with a positive coefficient. Testosterone has the
lowest genetic correlation value, whereas no sex difference can be seen for traits in green such as
BW, FI or URNA.

I next compared the genetic correlation estimates with Cohen’s D and heritability differences to
see if the different tests point to same traits with sex differences. Here, TEST and WHR clearly
stand out as they have the lowest genetic correlation estimates, statistically significant heritability
differences and also very high Cohen’s D values, therefore showing strong evidence of genetics
affecting the sex differences of these traits on the phenotype level. When the rest of the traits are
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examined, it is not possible to see as clear signs of correlation between these different metrics of
sex differences. However, all the 14 phenotypes with a Cohen’s D value above 0.8, i.e. with high
phenotype differences, have a nominally statistically significant (p < 0.05) genetic correlation
estimate lower than 1. This, together with the slightly lower genetic correlation values for the high
phenotype difference in Figure 9, suggests that phenotypes with large sex differences seem to be
more likely to show at least slight differences in genetic effects. However, the difference is small,
and could also result from something else than biological reasons. When plotting the standardized
heritability differences against genetic correlation (Figure 10), no clear correlation can be seen
apart from WHR and TEST. This observation is further backed by the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the genetic correlation estimates and standardized heritability differences
being -0.63 (95 % CI from -0.78 to -0.43), whereas the Spearman correlation is -0.25 (95 % CI from
-0.50 to 0.04), suggesting that the Pearson correlation is driven by the two outliers.

Figure 9 | Boxplot of genetic correlation estimates grouped by Cohen’s D estimates. The
categories describing difference in phenotype means are based on Cohen’s D estimates, where
low = 0-0.5, medium = 0.5-0.8 and high > 0.8. The axis between 0.25 and 0.6 has been cut out.
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Figure 10 | Genetic correlation estimates plotted against the standardized heritability
differences. Error bars show +- SE of genetic correlation estimates. The Pearson correlation
between the genetic correlation estimates and standardized heritability differences was -0.63 (95
% CI from -0.78 to -0.43), whereas the Spearman correlation was -0.25 (95 % CI from -0.50 to
0.04).
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4.4. FinnGen and UK Biobank comparison
In order to assess the robustness of the results, I repeated the LDSC analyses on three phenotypes,
height, weight and BMI, in the FinnGen dataset. The idea of replicating analyses in another dataset
is to evaluate whether the results that we get from the primary dataset apply more universally, or
whether they arise from factors specific to the primary dataset. More specifically, the purpose of
this partial replication of the UKB results was to assess if the sex differences in r g and h2
discovered in UKB can also be seen in FinnGen. Another purpose was to investigate how large the
differences between the two datasets are, when comparing GWAS results of the same phenotype
and sex in UKB and FinnGen. A particular motivation for the replication was to better evaluate the
meaning of the large amount of genetic correlation values that were close to 1, but still implied
small statistically significant sex differences. The traits, height, weight and BMI, were selected to
be used in the replication, because they were available for a large number of FinnGen participants.

In UKB, no statistically significant heritability differences between males and females could be
found for any of the three traits (Figure 5) and similarly no significant heritability differences are
detected in FinnGen (Figure 10). The heritability estimates in FinnGen were systematically lower
than the ones in UKB with slightly larger SEs. The reason for the difference in heritability estimates
between the two datasets could be for example due to more noise in the FinnGen GWAS signal,
although this is purely speculative.

The genetic correlation estimates between males and females in FinnGen show values above 1 for
weight and BMI. The genetic correlation estimate from height is similar to the one from UKB,
although the SE of the estimate is considerably larger, leading to the FinnGen estimate not being
statistically significantly different from 1. The genetic correlation estimates between FinnGen and
UKB of the same sex range from 0.86 (male BMI) to 0.91 (male height). These values are of the
same magnitude as many of the genetic correlation estimates between males and females in UKB
that are statistically significantly different from 1, and lower than the genetic correlation estimates
between males and females for the three replicated traits. This raises the question whether the
differences found between males and females come from differences in genetic architecture, or
other differences between the two cohorts.
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It is unclear what leads to the suboptimal reproducibility of both heritability estimates and
genetic correlations between FinnGen and UKB. The reason could for example be related to
differences in the genotyping arrays and imputation between FinnGen and UKB, which could make
perfect correlation unlikely, as well as real differences in allele frequencies, LD-patterns and geneenvironment correlations between the Finnish and British population.

Figure 11 | Sex-specific heritability estimates for three traits in FinnGen and UKB. The UKB
estimates are consistently larger than the ones from FinnGen. No sex differences in heritability
estimates were found for the traits in either dataset. Error bars signify 1 SE.
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Figure 12 | Genetic correlation comparison between FinnGen and UK Biobank. The between sex
dataset comparison shows genetic correlations between FinnGen and UKB separately for both
sexes. The within dataset comparison compares the genetic correlation between males and
females in FinnGen and UKB.
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5. Discussion
The purpose of this thesis was to study sex differences in the autosomal genetic architecture of
diverse human phenotypes. This was done by analyzing sex-stratified GWAS results from 48 UKB
traits, using heritability and genetic correlation as methods for measuring the overall role of
genetics on the traits as well as the similarity of genetic effects between sexes. LDSC was used to
estimate sex-stratified heritability values, as well as genetic correlations between males and
females for the 48 phenotypes. The traits were also examined on the phenotype level, by
calculating Cohen’s D values to illustrate how much the male and female phenotype distributions
overlap.

The motivation for this study was the need to improve our understanding of the extent and scale
of sex differences on the autosomal level. The role of sex chromosomes and hormones is generally
accepted, but the significance of autosomes has remained debated (Rawlik, Canela-Xandri, &
Tenesa, 2016) (Kassam & McRae, 2016). Understanding the role of autosomes in creating
phenotypic sex differences is necessary for enabling researchers to better understand the
fundamental biology leading to sex differences. Variants that have different effects for each sex
can pinpoint the places to look for the biological causes of sex differences on a more upstream
level, such as gene expression and regulation. By studying genetic correlations from a large
number of traits we can find out where and how commonly these differences can be expected to
be found. Heritability estimates allow us to assess the roles genetics and the environment have on
phenotypes, and whether these differ between the sexes. In the era of personalized medicine, the
understanding of the biology behind sex differences is one of the first steps for adjusting
treatments better for each individual. Sex-specific genetic architecture should also be considered
in research, as the effects of potential differences can be lost if analyses are not conducted in a
sex-aware manner (Khramtsova et al., 2019).

5.1. Heritability
Calculating the heritabilities for the traits separately for males and females aimed to assess how
commonly a trait is affected more by genetics in one sex than in the other. The five traits where
the difference was nominally significant can be grouped into three very diverse categories, which
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are blood pressure related traits (SBP and DBP), body mass and impedance related traits (WHR
and BW) and hormone biomarkers (TEST). This suggests that heritability differences between
sexes is not restricted to only certain kinds of phenotypes. However, the low number of traits (5
out of 48 nominally significant, of which 3 also after Bonferroni correction) with statistically
significant heritability differences suggests that heritability differences between the sexes are not
common. This is in line with previous estimates from twin studies (Stringer et al., 2017).

A statistically significant heritability difference for both blood pressure traits was found already by
Ge et al. in 2017. They too used the UKB data, but with only approximately 50 000 samples of each
sex, and a different heritability estimation method. The heritability estimates were in the same
range in the two studies for both DBP and SBP. The heritability estimates from LDSC have larger
SEs than from GRM-based tools. If these more computationally intensive methods were used, it is
likely that the heritability difference of more traits would be statistically significant.

Female DBP

Male DBP

Female SBP

Male SBP

This thesis

0.203 (0.01)

0.155 (0.008)

0.1971 (0.01)

0.1653 (0.008)

Ge 2017

0.222 (0.008)

0.147 (0.009)

0.181 (0.008)

0.125 (0.009)

When the heritability estimates are compared with the recently published study by Flynn et al.
(Flynn et al., 2020), which used the same biomarker data but a different method than this thesis,
the results differ in that Flynn et al find sex differences in heritability estimates for 17 out of 34
biomarkers, compared to the 1 out of 31 in this study. The main reason for this difference is that
the SEs from the LDSC estimates in this thesis are considerably larger than in the estimates by
Flynn et al. This leads to only the largest heritability differences in this thesis being statistically
significant. However, both the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the standardized
heritability differences in the two studies are high (0.86, 95 % CI from 0.73 to 0.93 and 0.84, 95 %
CI from 0.68 to 0.91 respectively), so the results generally agree between the studies.

5.2. Genetic correlation
Genetic correlation was calculated in order to assess to what extent male and female phenotypes
are affected by the same variants and effect sizes that are the same between the sexes up to a
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multiplicative constant. The vast majority of the traits had a high genetic correlation estimate,
supporting the idea that for most phenotypes the differences in autosomal genetic architecture
are subtle at most.

When the genetic correlation estimates are compared against the Cohen’s D values, it can be seen
that the traits with large sex differences on the phenotype level also have genetic correlation
estimates that are statistically significantly different from 1. This result suggests that large
differences on the phenotype level correlate with sex-specific genetic architecture, which is an
expected, but still interesting result. One conclusion that could be made is that sex-specific genetic
architecture is especially important to consider when studying traits that have large differences on
the phenotype level. However, as many of these genetic correlation estimates are still close to
one, and the FinnGen results for three traits do not replicate the statistical significance of genetic
correlation estimates seen in UKB, we do not yet have convincing evidence of sex differences in
autosomal genetic architecture for other traits than testosterone and WHR. This is also supported
by the Cohen’s D and genetic correlation estimates not being correlated when the outlier traits
testosterone and WHR are left out from the analysis.

Another interesting observation is that the traits with higher standardized heritability difference
estimates (above 0.2) had genetic correlation estimates nominally statistically significantly
differing from 1 (p < 0.05), with the exception of BW. Two conclusions could be drawn from this
result. Firstly, the genetic correlation estimates are likely to have less noise, leading to lower SEs
when the higher heritability estimates suggest a stronger signal to noise ratio in the GWAS from
which the estimates were made. Secondly, signs of sex-specific genetic architecture seem to be
found for many traits where the effect of autosomal genetics on the phenotype is considerable.
This result is contrary to criticism previously presented to findings of sex-specific genetic
architecture, where the relevance of statistically significant genetic correlation results were
questioned due to low heritability values of the traits (Kassam & McRae, 2016). However, still the
practical importance of the statistically significant differences in genetic correlation estimates that
are close to one is questionable.

The genetic correlation estimates from Flynn et al, (Flynn et al, 2020) which were made using the
same dataset, but different GWAS and genetic correlation estimation methods, help to assess the
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robustness of the results. The main result of the genetic correlation of TEST being close to 0 (WHR
is not a phenotype in Flynn et al), and the rest being close to 1 can be seen using both methods.
However, the Pearson correlation of the other 30 estimates is only 0.34, suggesting that the
variation in genetic correlation values close to 1 arise more from technical than biological reasons.
IGF-1, UA, CREA and ALT have relatively low genetic correlation estimates with both methods (rg <
0.90 in my results and < 0.94 in Flynn et al.), making them potentially interesting targets for
further research on potential sex differences.

5.3. General traits
In the following paragraphs, I examine the individual traits of the study in more detail, and
describe what inferences can be made about their sex-specific genetic architecture based on the
results.

BW and WHR stand out from the body mass and impedance related traits. WHR is one of the traits
with most extensive previous evidence of sex-specific genetic architecture (Pulit et al., 2019),
making it logical for the trait to stand out also in this study. The trait is easy to measure, and thus
data has been available from many cohorts, allowing GWAS with larger sample sizes compared to
many other traits. There is also an evident biological explanation for the sex difference, as the
anatomy of the female hip has evolved to also give birth. It is worth noting that this study was
conducted only on autosomal variants, meaning that the genetic architecture leading to
differences in WHR and other traits exist outside the sex chromosomes which have traditionally
been considered the main genetic factor leading to sex differences.

BW has both a lower heritability estimate than the rest of the body mass and impedance related
traits as well as a large SE in the genetic correlation estimate. The trait differs from the rest of the
group since it is not affected by many decades of life, during which the genetic effects on factors
such as metabolism and body composition have had much more time to have an effect. Another
reason which can lead to the low heritability value and high SEs in the genetic correlation estimate
is that the BW values were collected by asking it from the participants in the study. It is thus likely
to be less accurate than the information retrieved from medical records or from direct
measurements, since individuals may remember their BW inaccurately.
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The rest of the body mass and impedance related traits show evidence of some autosomal sex
differences based on the genetic correlation estimates, but much less than WHR. This means that
traits such as BFFM have largely the same underlying genetics affecting trait variation in both
sexes, despite of the sex difference that is large on the phenotype level.
From the rest of general traits DBP and SBP stand out by females having a statistically significantly
higher heritability estimates than males. Height is the trait with the largest heritability estimates
and its genetic correlation value of 0.96 replicates well with other studies (Rawlik et al., 2016)
(Stringer et al., 2017), providing strong evidence for a small, but existing sex difference in the
genetic architecture of height. The genetic correlation estimate in the FinnGen replication is also
of similar size, but does not differ statistically significantly from 1. The genetic correlation values
between males in UKB and FinnGen and females in UKB and FinnGen are lower than the estimates
between males and females in each dataset, suggesting that there are more between-population
differences affecting the estimates than sex differences. This raises the question whether also the
sex differences arise from slight population differences in the male and female participants in UKB.
However, as the small but significant sex difference of the genetic correlation of height has also
been replicated in the GIANT consortium data (rg = 0.95) (Traglia et al., 2017), the differences in
sampled populations would need to exist in multiple datasets.

5.4. Biomarkers
Apart from TEST, the biomarker traits did not have a statistically significant heritability differences
between males and females, and the genetic correlations ranged from 0.86 to 1. For the blood,
lipid, protein and other biomarker categories, the statistical significance of the genetic correlation
estimates seems to mostly be affected by the size of the SE of the estimate. The two bilirubin
phenotypes, TBIL and DBIL, as well as LP-a seem to have some issue which causes very high SEs for
both the heritability and genetic correlation estimates.

5.4.1. Hormones
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All three hormone traits showed signs of sex-specific genetic architecture. The sex difference in
TEST was most dramatic of all the phenotypes studied on all levels measured. This is not
surprising, since the biology behind TEST levels in males and females is completely different, with
the majority of male TEST being produced in the testes. Female TEST is on the other hand
produced mainly in the adrenal gland, but in much lower levels. The other two hormones, SHBG
and IGF-1 both had higher male heritability estimates, although the difference to the female
estimate was not statistically significant. They also had low genetic correlation values (both 0.89)
compared to most of the other traits in the study. SHBG is closely related to sex differences, since
it is the main protein binding both to TEST and estradiol. The sign of sex-specific genetic
architecture in IGF-1 as well suggests that hormones could in general be an interesting category
for further studies in sex-specific genetic architecture.

5.4.2. Urine related biomarkers
The three biomarker levels measured from urine had the lowest heritability estimates along with
BW. Their genetic correlation estimates had high SEs for all three traits. This means that the GWAS
signal was weak, which could for example be due to inaccuracies in the measurements, or high
daily fluctuations, which would conceal the effect of genetic architecture on the trait. Possible
ways to get an improved signal could be taking samples from individuals at more than one
timepoint, which would make it possible to get average values of the biomarker levels in urine.
However, it is naturally also possible that the effect of genetic traits is just very low overall.

Urate on the other hand has the third lowest genetic correlation between males and females. The
heritability estimates of urate have high SEs, but the standardized heritability difference is one of
the highest in the study (0.33, 95 % CI from 0.02 to 1.21), although also there the confidence
interval is too large for making statistically sound conclusions. The differences also replicate in
Flynn et al, where urate shows most signs of sex differences based on heritability and genetic
correlation apart from TEST. Based on this, urate seems an interesting phenotype for further
studies on sex differences, especially as urate-associated genetic variants have been found to have
sex-specific effects on gout risk (Narang et al., 2019).
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5.5. Technical considerations
In addition to biological reasons, there are many technical factors that affect the results of this
study. Technical inaccuracies of varying size can exist at all stages, starting from measurement
error of the phenotypes and genotyping, and ending up with the data not perfectly fitting different
assumptions of the analysis methods. It is important to consider the effects of the different
technical factors when analyzing the results in order to deduce how reliable the results are and
what inferences can be made.

With the exception of male TEST and female WHR, a feature shared among the traits where a
statistically significant heritability difference was found is that the SEs of the heritability estimates
were low (smaller than 0.01). On the other hand, many of the heritability estimates of the blood-,
lipid- and hormone related biomarker traits had high SEs, making it unlikely for statistical
significance to be found from the results if the heritability differences are modest. There are
multiple reasons that could cause the high SEs of the biomarker measurements. The traits could
have a high day-to-day fluctuation, making the usage of a single measurement to cause noise in
the GWAS signal. The traits might not follow the heritability model assumed by LDSC, and
estimates made using another tool might give more accurate estimates for these values (Speed &
Balding, 2019).

The heritability values estimated by LDSC tend to be low compared to values estimated by other
methods (Evans et al., 2018). They can be considered as a lower bound for the true heritability of
the trait. When heritability estimates from diverse methods are compared, the best comparison
may not be the one of absolute values, but rather how different traits are related to each other,
and in our case, if sex differences are found from the same traits.

Out of the 48 traits, all except TEST and WHR have genetic correlation estimates above 0.85. For
these traits, the statistical significance of the genetic correlation estimate depended strongly on
the SE of the estimate. Some of the traits that had high SEs in their genetic correlation estimates
were traits with a low amount of statistically significant GWAS variants. This would suggest that
the inaccuracy of the estimate is due to a high noise to signal ratio.
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On average, the heritability and genetic correlation estimates of the general traits have lower SEs
than the biomarker traits. This could be due to a less noisy GWAS signal, which in turn could be a
consequence of more accurate measurement techniques. The phenotype measurements in the
UKB are of an unprecedented scale, and consistency in features like blood or urine sampling,
sample storage, fasting before sampling and fluid intake can have been more difficult to control
than in more specifically focused studies. With almost 30 different measurements from the blood
samples, the sampling, storage and measurement settings may not have been ideal for all
measurements. On the other hand, measuring many of the general traits such as weight or WHR
are quite straightforward compared to the biomarker measurements. Higher measurement error
lowers estimated heritability values, since random measurement error is not genetic, and can be
thought of as an environmental effect when estimating heritability.

6. Conclusion
For most of the 48 traits studied in this thesis, the differences in genetic architecture between
males and females were not dramatic. However, two traits stand out when examined by both
heritability and genetic correlation. TEST and WHR both have a statistically significant heritability
difference, as well as the two lowest genetic correlations. Both traits also differ considerably on
the phenotype level, shown by the large effect sizes measured by Cohen’s D. These are traits
where the sex difference is also to be expected, since TEST has different functions in both sexes
and WHR is related to both the differences in fat distribution between the sexes and to the
differences in hip structure affected by females giving birth.

For the rest of the traits, the general traits show more evidence of sex-specific genetic
architecture than the biomarker traits. However, this seems to be at least partially due to the
lower SEs of the heritability and genetic correlation estimates in the general traits. Out of the
traits with high sex differences on the phenotype level, traits such as BFFM, IMB, IMLL, weight and
HDL showed very little signs of sex differences on the genetic level. These traits are all strongly
affected by environmental factors such as diet and exercise, suggesting that environmental factors
could be important. However, the same explanation does not seem to apply as directly to, for
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example, FVC, raising the question what environmental or genetic factors could be behind the
large sex difference there.

In a study like this, where a large number of phenotypes are studied, it is not possible to use the
most computationally demanding methods for evaluating features such as heritability or genetic
correlation. LDSC has been criticized for producing larger SEs in its estimates compared to GRMbased methods. Different heritability models could produce different, and possibly more realistic
results. However, LDSC is a widely used and accepted method and is a good tool for screening a
large number of traits to discover the most interesting targets for more detailed research. Based
on this study, phenotypes such as hormones, UA, blood pressure traits and gripR could be
interesting for further studies on sex-specific genetic architecture and sex differences in general.
Also, the use of other methods for heritability and genetic correlation estimation could bring
insight to how robust these results are, and provide more insight on traits that do not seem to
follow the heritability model assumed by LDSC.

It is also important to consider what differences in heritability and genetic correlation actually tell
us, when studying sex differences of quantitative traits. Heritability estimates depend not only on
additive genetic effects, but also on how much the environment affects phenotypic variation. It is
necessary to consider that some of the heritability differences that are found could be a result of
differences in how male and female populations react to their environment. The sex differences in
the heritability of blood pressure in this study is possibly an interesting example of this. In the
future, it would be interesting to follow up this result to see whether factors such as diet or use of
blood pressure medications could be the reason behind the differences now found.

The biological meaning of statistically significant sex differences in genetic correlation estimates is
also something that would benefit from further studies. Based on the genetic correlation
estimates only, it is not possible to know how the differences occur on the variant level. Further
studies should be made to know if the differences arise from individual variants with
proportionally large sex differences, or whether small differences between most variants affecting
a trait lead to a genetic correlation that significantly lower than one. It is also possible that this
varies considerably between different traits. Studies on the variant level would also give more
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information on whether genetic correlation estimates close to one are due to real sex differences,
or technical variation.

Many earlier studies on sex-specific genetic architecture claim either that sex differences are
commonly found in the genetic architecture of phenotypes, or that they are rarely found and the
differences are small (Stringer et al., 2017) (Kassam & McRae, 2016). Based on this study on 48
traits from UKB, it seems that in a small number of traits, such as TEST and WHR in this study, the
sex differences are very clear and easily distinguishable. TEST is an extreme example of this, as
based on the genetic correlation estimate, the genetics affecting TEST levels in males and females
is as different as if two completely unrelated traits were compared with each other. However, for
most traits the differences found range from modest differences to no differences at all. The
relevance of these differences depends on the question of interest, but is definitely something
that should be considered when planning genetic studies.
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Supplementary table 1. Exact values of h2, rg and Cohen’s D estimates.
Abbreviation

Female h2

SE

Male h2

SE

rg

SE

Cohen’s D

Larger in

ALB

0.1244

0.0083

0.1259

0.0112

0.9284

0.023

0.1688

Male

ALP

0.2051

0.0303

0.2404

0.0382

0.9411

0.021

0.1341

Female

ALT

0.1144

0.015

0.1305

0.0152

0.8836

0.031

0.5891

Male

APOA1

0.1649

0.0216

0.1759

0.0253

0.9035

0.0206

0.8525

Female

APOB

0.1274

0.0669

0.1002

0.0645

0.8813

0.0595

0.07904

Male

AST

0.1287

0.0123

0.1318

0.0106

0.9235

0.0229

0.4376

Male

BFFM

0.3284

0.0138

0.359

0.0182

0.9466

0.0098

2.984

Male

BFM

0.2464

0.0093

0.2406

0.0099

0.9137

0.0124

0.5016

Female

BirthWeight

0.076

0.0052

0.052

0.0046

0.9841

0.046

0.3096

Male

BMI

0.2716

0.0108

0.2871

0.012

0.9193

0.0111

0.1732

Male

CA

0.1204

0.0155

0.1234

0.0163

0.9475

0.0232

0.205

Female

CHOL

0.151

0.0532

0.1362

0.0453

0.902

0.0384

0.2475

Female

CREA

0.2211

0.0146

0.1968

0.0179

0.8911

0.0166

1.392

Male

CRP

0.1572

0.0374

0.1058

0.029

0.9416

0.0281

0.1016

Female

CYSC

0.2501

0.0542

0.2275

0.0552

0.9454

0.022

0.4124

Male

DBIL

0.177

0.106

0.1943

0.1001

0.9389

0.0457

0.4394

Male

DBP

0.203

0.0096

0.155

0.0078

0.9206

0.0172

0.3851

Male

FI

0.1362

0.0081

0.1318

0.0081

1.0152

0.0355

0.103

Male

FVC

0.2235

0.0099

0.2147

0.0099

0.9624

0.0137

1.586

Male

GCT

0.1716

0.0191

0.1738

0.0179

0.8881

0.0228

0.4842

Male

GLU

0.0817

0.0183

0.0813

0.0188

0.9067

0.0448

0.08599

Male

gripR

0.3879

0.0181

0.4381

0.0194

0.8846

0.0226

2.02

Male

HbA1c

0.1774

0.0209

0.1849

0.0202

0.9443

0.0163

0.07998

Male

hBMD

0.3029

0.0346

0.3461

0.0372

0.9072

0.0192

0.4169

Male

HDL

0.1968

0.0238

0.2016

0.0314

0.9197

0.0171

0.9263

Female

height

0.6005

0.0309

0.5722

0.03

0.9618

0.0072

2.038

Male

IGF-1

0.2221

0.0193

0.2619

0.021

0.8899

0.0162

0.1766

Male

IMB

0.2647

0.0105

0.2823

0.0123

0.9203

0.0104

1.79

Female

IMLL

0.2479

0.0102

0.2574

0.012

0.9325

0.0107

0.9227

Female

LDL

0.1311

0.0607

0.1094

0.0518

0.882

0.0531

0.04896

Female

LP-a

0.1405

0.1295

0.1576

0.1439

0.9405

0.1879

0.03457

Female

neuroticism

0.1016

0.0056

0.0976

0.0078

0.9036

0.0283

0.3041

Female

PHOS

0.1091

0.0096

0.1313

0.0114

0.9401

0.0249

0.5519

Female

pulseAuto

0.1566

0.011

0.1528

0.0115

0.8919

0.0203

0.1853

Female

SBP

0.1971

0.0094

0.1653

0.0078

0.956

0.0171

0.3344

Male

SHBG

0.1995

0.0237

0.2684

0.0464

0.892

0.0307

0.9167

Female

TBIL

0.1878

0.0928

0.1972

0.1009

0.9778

0.0277

0.5178

Male

TEST

0.1089

0.0101

0.2006

0.0286

0.0289

0.049

4.129

Male

TP

0.1208

0.0083

0.1316

0.0104

0.9529

0.0219

0.2164

Male

TRIG

0.201

0.0318

0.1876

0.0352

0.9195

0.0208

0.407

Male

UA

0.2322

0.0766

0.1662

0.0487

0.853

0.026

1.038

Male

UCR

0.0637

0.0046

0.0639

0.0053

0.9168

0.0472

0.6937

Male

UREA

0.1143

0.0085

0.1133

0.01

0.9236

0.0245

0.2596

Male

URK

0.0417

0.0038

0.0407

0.0045

0.9725

0.0734

0.2841

Male

URNA

0.0701

0.0046

0.0687

0.0053

0.9955

0.046

0.5148

Male

VITD

0.1236

0.0247

0.1452

0.0341

0.95

0.0321

0.009165

Female
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weight

0.2728

0.0107

0.29

0.0125

0.9301

0.0103

1.047

Male

WHR

0.1922

0.0167

0.1305

0.0078

0.6639

0.0258

1.775

Male

Supplementary table 2. Covariates in sex-stratified GWAS
Phenotype category

Covariates

Biomarker traits

Forced vital capacity

age, age2, age3, assessment center, assessment date, genotype batch, Townsend deprivation index (TDI),
age*TDI, fasting time, fasting time2, age*fasting time, blood collection time, blood collection time 2,
blood collection time*age, urine collection time, urine collection time 2, urine collection time*age, PC120
age, age2, PC1-20, smoking status

Waist-to-hip ratio

age, age2, PC1-20, BMI

All other traits

age, age2, PC1-20
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